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CENTURY 21 Elite Increases Presence in Sullivan County
with New Office in Sullivan, Indiana

 Sullivan, Indiana 2/24/2022 -- CENTURY 21, one of Wabash Valley's Most
Recognized real estate companies announced today the opening of a new office at 23
S. Main St.  The new office will offer area homebuyers and sellers an increased level
of service and convenience in their real estate transaction needs.

"CENTURY 21 Elite is excited to extend its presence to the Sullivan area," said
broker/owner, Natalie Green of CENTURY 21 Elite. "This expansion will enable us to
introduce area consumers to its array of real estate services including specialty-market
programs such as the CENTURY 21 Fine Homes and Estates and the CENTURY 21
Commercial programs which focus on the luxury and commercial property real estate
market segments respectively."

CENTURY 21 Elite is headquartered at 523 Wabash Ave. Terre Haute, Indiana.

At CENTURY 21 Elite...we do MORE than sell houses. We solve problems. We
create solutions. We empower our REALTORS to achieve their goals with our clients.
We are the space between where you are and where you are going. CENTURY 21
Elite Agents believe in the value of delivering extraordinary experiences by defying
mediocrity and always giving 121%. We look forward to bringing our market
expertise to the Sullivan community.

About CENTURY 21 Elite
They are an independently owned and operated franchise affiliate of CENTURY 21
Real Estate LLC (century21.com), franchisor of the iconic CENTURY 21® brand.
Century 21 Real Estate LLC is comprised of approximately 13,000 independently
owned and operated franchised broker offices in 84 countries and territories
worldwide with more than 146,000 independent sales professionals. Century 21 Real
Estate has numerous websites to help answer specific consumer needs. They are
www.terrehautehomes.com, century21.com, century21Global.com,
commercial.century21.com, century21.com/finehomes, and century21espanol.com.     
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